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Abstract6

Even if assessing binary classifications is a common task in scientific research, no consensus on a single7

statistic summarizing the confusion matrix has been reached so far. In recent studies, we demonstrated the8

advantages of the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) over other popular rates such as cross-entropy9

error, F1 score, accuracy, balanced accuracy, bookmaker informedness, diagnostic odds ratio, Brier score,10

and Cohen’s kappa. In this study, we compared the MCC to other two statistics: prevalence threshold (PT),11

frequently used in obstetrics and gynecology, and Fowlkes-Mallows index, a metric employed in fuzzy logic12

and drug discovery, Through the investigation of the mutual relations among three metrics and the study13

of some relevant use cases, we show that, when positive data elements and negative data elements have the14

same importance, the Matthews correlation coefficient can be more informative than its two competitors,15

even this time.16
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1 Introduction20

Binary classification is a common scientific task where elements belonging to two categories are predicted21

by a classifier to be part of one of those two categories. Data elements are usually called positives and22

negatives, labelled with 1s and 0s, respectively, and can represent any dual entity such as deceased patients23

or survived patients, sick patients or healthy individuals, for example.24

In supervised machine learning and computational statistics, if the predictive algorithm correctly25

predicts a positive element as positive, the element is added to the true positives (TP) tally. On the contrary,26

f the predictive algorithm wrongly predicts a positive element as negative, the element considered a false27

negative (FN). Similarly, a negative element correctly classified as negative is named true negative (TN),28

and a negative element mistakenly classified as positive is named false positive (FP).29

All these four tallies (TP, FN, TN, and FP) are usually included in a 2× 2 contingency table called30

confusion matrix. Since the understanding of the outcome of a binary classification test can difficultly31

be done by considering all these four values together. scientific researchers invented several rates to32

summarize the values of the confusion matrix, such as Matthews correlation coefficient, F1 score, accuracy,33

markedness, informedness, and others. The goal of these statistics is to provide a recap of the confusion34

matrix in a single score at first glance: one real value that can inform analysts about the outcome of the35

binary classification. Even if several statistics for this goal have been designed, no common consensus for36

a standard metric has been found yet.37

Among these rates, we believe the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) can be considered a good38

candidate for a standard metric role for assessing binary classifications, since it generates a high score only39

if most of the data elements where predicted correctly in both the data classes [1]. In the past few years,40

we explained the advantages of the MCC over other cross-entropy error [2], F1 score and accuracy [3, 4],41

balanced accuracy, bookmaker informedness, and markedness [5], diagnostic odds ratio [6], Brier score and42

Cohen’s kappa [7], and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC AUC) [1].43

In this study, we focus on the comparison between the MCC and prevalence threshold (PT) [8, 9]44

and Fowlkes-Mallows index (FM) [10]. Prevalence threshold is a confusion matrix statistic commonly45

used in obstetrics and gynecology [11] but also in other biologically related fields [12, 13, 14] , while46

the Fowlkes-Mallows index had applications in fuzzy logic [15] and drug discovery [16]. The FM was47

generalized for topic model validation [17, 18], and also employed for clustering comparison [19, 20, 21, 22]48

and optimal decision processes [23], and recently compared to MCC and Youden index [24].49

We included a thorough scientific literature review on the studies employing the MCC in our previous50

articles [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1]. Regarding prevalence threshold and Fowlkes-Mallows index, instead, we noticed51

a small number of studies involving these rates in the scientific literature. A study by Jacques Balayla [8]52

explained the geometric aspects of prevalence threshold in the context of medical screening tests, while53

another preprint by the same author [9] investigated this rate among the conditions of maximum accuracy.54

An article of the same author Jacques Balayla, written with Liora Elfassy et al. [11], described the usage55

of prevalence thresholds of various screening tests in obstetrics and gynecology, concluding that many56

positive screening tests likely represent false positives, among the data considered. A similar study by57

Jacques Balayla and his team [25] was focused on prevalence threshold utilized for the interpretation of58

COVID-19 screening tests.59

Regarding the studies involving the usage of the Fowlkes-Mallows index, we can report an article Silke60

Wagner and Dorothea Wagner [19] and a work by Marina Meila [20] that employ this metric for comparing61

clustering results. Being clustering an unsupervised machine learning family of methods, the authors do62
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not refer to the traditional confusion matrix of supervised binary classification, of course, but rather to the63

relationships between clusters. The Fowlkes-Mallows index was employed to compare clusterings also by64

Pinar Yildirim and colleagues [16], which leverage it in a study analyzing drugs data to cluster antibiotics.65

Eduardo Ramirez et al. [17], in their study, proposed a generalized version of the Fowlkes-Mallows index66

for topic model validation.67

Even if prevalence threshold and Fowlkes-Mallows index seem less employed than the Matthews68

correlation coefficient in the scientific community, we decided to analyze these metrics in detail, to reveal69

the differences in their outcomes and insights.70

We organized the rest of this article as follows. After this Introduction, we describe the mathematical71

background of the three metrics considered in section 2 and the relationships between the rates in section 3.72

We then report some use cases and their results in section 4, and discuss some final remarks in section 5.73

2 Mathematical background74

Although quite different in their purpose, the three performance measures can being effectively compared75

on a common ground, by explicitly reading their original definition in terms of the four entries of the76

confusion matrix ( TP FN
FP TN ): true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false77

negatives (FN). We provide the definition of the true positive rate (TPR), true negative rate (TNR) and78

positive predictive value (PPV) in the Supplementary Information.79

2.1 Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC)80

Originally born in the context of molecular chemistry [26] and rediscovered only recently by the machine81

learning community [27], MCC has gained more and more interest due to its robustness and reliability as82

a classifier performance measure, especially in the binary setup, although its definition can be naturally83

extended to the multiclass case [28]. In particular, the invariance to the class imbalance and the property84

of being high if all the four basic rates of the confusion matrix are high characterize MCC as a good85

metric [5].86

As a function of the confusion matrix entries, MCC reads as follows:87

MCC =
TP · TN− FP · FN√

(TP + FP) · (TP + FN) · (TN + FP) · (TN + FN)
(1)

(minimum and worst value = −1; maximum and best value = +1)88

naturally extended to the cases where the denominator is zero [4], so that MCC is defined for every89

confusion matrix. By definition, MCC uses all four entries of the confusion matrix, and it is invariant for90

class swapping (Positive versus Negative) and True versus False swapping. Finally, MCC ranges between91

its worst value −1 (full misclassification) and its best value 1 (perfect classification), with 0 corresponding92

to random classification (coin tossing). For comparison’s purposes, MCC is usually linearly projected into93

the range [0, 1] by the function94

normMCC =
MCC + 1

2
(2)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)95

2.2 Prevalence threshold (PT)96

Prevalence threshold can be expressed as a function of true positive rate and true negative rate:97
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PT =

√
TPR · (1− TNR)− (1− TNR)

TPR− (1− TNR)
=

=

√
FPR√

FPR +
√

TPR
=

=

(
1 +

√
TP

TP + FN
· TN + FP

FP

)−1

(3)

(minimum and best value = −1; maximum and worst value = 0)98

By definition, PT ranges between the worst value 1 (full misclassification) and 0 (perfect classification):99

to ease comparison with the other metrics, it is natural to consider its complement to one100

complPT = 1− PT (4)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum and best value = 1)101

Since FPR is defined when there is at least 1 negative sample and TPR is defined whenever at least 1102

positive sample occurs, PT is defined for each binary classification task where the two classes have both at103

least 1 sample. Further, note that PT relies on all four entries of the confusion matrix ( TP FN
FP TN ), but it is104

not invariant for both swaps true versus false and positive versus negative.105

2.3 Fowlkes–Mallows index (FM)106

When translating the definition as a function of the confusion matrix entries, we obtain107

FM =
√

PPV · TPR =

=
TP√

(TP + FP)(TP + FN)

(5)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum and best value = 1)108

ranging between the full misclassification value 0 to the perfect classification 1. Similarly to the109

definition of the F1 score, the value for TN is not an input, so FM is not involving all the entries of the110

confusion matrix. As a direct consequence, also FM is not invariant for true versus false and positive111

versus negative swaps.112

3 Relationships between rates113

The different nature of the three metrics prevent to establish detailed and meaningful mathematical114

relationships between MCC, FM and PT. In fact, no straightforward connection emerges among the115

measures, regardless of the employed input rates, that are the entries TP, TN, FP, FN of the confusion116

matrix as in Equation 1, Equation 3, Equation 5, as well as using the basic rates true negative rate (TNR)117

and true positive rate (TPR), together with the prevalence p = TP+FN
TP+TN+FP+FN

:118

MCC =
TNR + TPR− 1√(

1− TNR + p
1−p

TPR
)(

1− TPR + 1−p
p

TNR
)

PT =

√
TPR · (1-TNR) + TNR− 1

TPR + TNR− 1

FM = TPR ·
√

p

p · TPR + (1− TNR)(1− p)

Nonetheless, the expression of the three metrics in terms of TPR, TNR and p allows displaying the119

behaviour of the measures themselves on the Cartesian (TPR,TNR) plane, for different values of the120
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prevalence, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The twelve heatmaps report in detail the overall behaviour121

of the metrics on the whole of the TPR, TNR plane, showing their very diverse structure. In particular,122

we show the comparison of the three metrics for the perfectly balanced dataset case p = 0.5, and in some123

specific unbalanced cases such as the clinically relevant values p = 0.75, 0.9 and the extreme p = 0.99,124

and the symmetric cases p = 0.25, p = 0.1, p = 0.01. These last three cases have not been considered125

for normMCC due to its invariance to class swapping. Finally, we recall that PT does not depend on126

the prevalence, so the corresponding plot is the same regardless of the value of p. As an immediate127

consideration that can be drawn from the plots, FM tends to move faster towards extreme values 0 and 1128

in the highly unbalanced cases, while normMCC tends to keep a smoother trend.129

compPT normMCC, p = 0.5 FM, p = 0.5

normMCC, p = 0.75 normMCC, p = 0.9 normMCC, p = 0.99

0 0.5 0.750.25 1

Figure 1: normMCC, compPT and FM values on the TPR, TNR Cartesian plane. Comparison of the

three metrics for the balanced prevalence p = 0.5 case (top row) and comparison of normMCC values

for growing prevalence p = 0.75, 0.9, 0.99. Due to the invariance to class swapping for normMCC,

only prevalence values larger than 0.5 are considered. No prevalence value is set for compPT since it

is independent of such parameter.
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FM, p = 0.01 FM, p = 0.1 FM, p = 0.25

FM, p = 0.75 FM, p = 0.9 FM, p = 0.99

0 0.5 0.750.25 1

Figure 2: FM values on the TPR, TNR Cartesian plane in unbalanced prevalence cases. Due the

non-invariance of FM for class swapping, the set of values p = 0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.75, 0.9, 0.99 are

considered.

The three metrics are quite different in nature, both by definition and by the diverse tasks they were130

conceived for. However, some interesting considerations can be drawn through an extensive experimental131

mutual analysis, as shown in what follows. Note that some peculiar relations have been discussed in the132

paper [9]. In particular, first the author introduced the concept of positive prevalence threshold as the133

level in the precision-prevalence curve below which binary classification performances start to fail and134

show that, for the perfect accuracy cases, FM ranges in [1,
√

2]. Similarly, he also introduced the negative135

prevalence threshold as the level beyond which the NPV curve drops most significantly, and show that the136

area between both these two thresholds bounds MCC in the [
√

2
2
,
√

2] range.137

Thus, to better sense the relationship between the Matthews correlation coefficient and the prevalence138

threshold, and between the Matthews correlation coefficient and the Fowlkes-Mallows index, we depicted139

two scatterplots having the Matthews correlation coefficient on the x axis and each of the the two rates140
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on the y axis. As reasonably predictable, there is a basic coherence between MCC and the other two141

measures, but at different levels and with interesting twists due to the very diverse nature of the measures.142

To properly compare the MCC and the PT, we employed the normalized MCC (Equation 2) and the143

complementary PT (Equation 4), which both range in the [0, 1] interval and have 0 as worst possible144

score and 1 as best possible value. As shown by the scatterplot in Figure 3, the correlation between the145

two measures is confirmed by the point clouds of the plot lying in the first and third quadrant of the146

[0, 1]× [0, 1] Cartesian plane. Nonetheless, the width of the clouds stemming from the parting line y = x147

indicates that a wide landscape of situations can occur. In particular, while such variability is quite limited148

around the coin tossing case, it tends to rapidly grow while moving towards better (or worse, since the149

plot is symmetric in the two quadrants) predictions. For instance, for a given value of complementary PT150

between 0.6 and 1, the corresponding normMCC can even reach values as low as 0.6 and as high as 0.9,151

thus covering situation ranging from just slightly better than coin tossing to almost perfect classification.152

The dual case, i.e., the variability of PT for a given value of MCC, is not very different, indicating that the153

two measures, although roughly agreeing at a high level, they are indeed quantifying different aspects of154

the structure of a confusion matrix, namely the classification performance versus the decay of the positive155

predictive value. Quite interestingly and extreme, an optimal prevalence threshold can be matched by any156

(positive) value of MCC, as shown by the segment complPT = 1, 0.5 < normMCC ≤ 1. Such behaviour is157

known and has been pinpointed in [8], where the author proposes the introduction of a novel measure, the158

negative prevalence threshold, to deal with this odd issue.159

Figure 3: Relationship between MCC and prevalence threshold. We computed the normalized

MCC and the prevalence threshold for 107 confusion matrices.

Although with different mathematical insights, the relation between MCC and FM is quite similar.160

Again, for fair comparison purposes, we employed the normalized MCC (Equation 2) and the original161

FM (Equation 5), which both range in the [0, 1] interval and have 0 as worst possible score and 1 as best162

possible value. The corresponding scatterplot is reported in Figure 4. Rough correlation between the two163

metrics is warranted here, too, but the shape of the point cloud suggests a number of significant differences164

with respect to the previous case involving PT. First, the variability of MCC for a given value of FM is165

approximately constant and thus independent of the value of FM: in particular, the point cloud is roughly166
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a parallelogram, bounded by the sharp segments FM = 2 ·normMCC and FM = 0 for 0 ≤ normMCC ≤ 0.5167

and the two coarser lines FM = 2 · (normMCC− 0.5) and FM = 1 for 0.5 ≤ normMCC ≤ 1. This yields168

that, for a given value of FM, normMCC can vary across a range as wide as 0.5, thus covering a very169

large set of cases. On the other hand, variability of FM as a function of normMCC changes linearly, first170

widening from the minimum of no variation for normMCC = 0 to the maximum of 1 for normMCC = 0.5,171

and then symmetrically narrowing down again for larger values of normMCC. Thus FM variability is quite172

limited for the cases of very low or very high normMCC, but can be extremely large when normMCC is173

closer to the coin tossing value. Again, the two metrics are measuring different properties of a confusion174

matrix: this is particularly evident in this case, where FM has been tried as a classification performance175

evaluation measure mainly because of its mathematical definition of being the geometric mean between176

precision and true positive rate, warranting a kind of compromise between the two averaged rates.177

Figure 4: Relationship between MCC and Fowlkes-Mallows index. We computed the nor-

malized MCC and the Fowlkes-Mallows index for 107 confusion matrices.
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4 Use cases178

To better understand the behavior of Matthews correlation coefficient, prevalence threshold, and Fowlkes-179

Mallows index, we designed several indicative use cases where each pair of rates have different outcomes.180

Moreover, for each use case, we report the numbers of its confusion matrix and the real values of its181

four basic rates (true positive rate, true negative rate, positive predictive value, and negative predictive182

value) [5]. All these four basic rates have minimum value equal to 0, meaning worst possible result, and183

maximum value equal to 1, meaning best possible result (Supplementary information).184

It is important to mention that we interpreted the results of these use cases under the condition where185

positive elements and negative elements have the same importance, and therefore predicting correctly186

a positive data instance has the same relevance of predicting a negative data instance. We are aware187

that there are several scientific scenarios, especially in the biomedical sciences, where positives are more188

important than negatives (or vice versa). That happens, for example, when positive data instances189

represent patients diagnosed with a specific disease [29]. In those cases, all the considerations about MCC,190

PT, and FMI presented in this study no longer stand, and the involvement of other statistical rates, giving191

more importance to correctly predicted positive elements (or to the negatively ones). The discussion of192

the rates employed in those cases falls beyond the scope of this study; here, we consider the cases where193

positives and negatives are equally important.194

4.1 MCC and PT195

We reported six indicative use cases where the Matthews correlation coefficient and the prevalence threshold196

produce different key-messages in Table 1.197

case TP TN FP FN TPR TNR PPV NPV PT MCC complPT normMCC ∆(c,n)

UC01 1 43,001 99,001 1,001 0.001 0.303 0 0.977 0.964 −0.126 0.036 0.437 0.401

UC02 1 99,001 1,001 99,001 0 0.99 0.001 0.5 0.969 −0.071 0.031 0.465 0.434

UC03 1,001 97,001 1 99,001 0.01 1 0.999 0.495 0.031 +0.07 0.969 0.535 0.434

UC04 1,001 98,001 1 99,001 0.01 1 0.999 0.497 0.031 +0.07 0.969 0.535 0.434

UC05 99,001 1,001 1 99,001 0.5 0.999 1 0.01 0.043 +0.071 0.957 0.535 0.422

UC06 97,001 1,001 1 43,001 0.693 0.999 1 0.023 0.037 +0.125 0.963 0.563 0.4

Table 1: Use cases for comparisons between Matthews correlation coefficient and preva-

lence threshold. MCC: Matthews correlation coefficient (Equation 1). normMCC: normal-

ized Matthews correlation coefficient (Equation 2). PT: prevalence threshold (Equation 3).

complPT: complementary prevalence threshold (Equation 4). TPR, TNR, PPV, NPV,

normMCC, and complPT have worst value equal to 0 and best value equal to 1. MCC has

worst value equal to –1 and best value equal to +1. PT has worst value equal to 1 and best

value equal to 0. ∆(c, n): absolute difference between normMCC and complPT. TP: true

positives. TN: true negatives. FP: false positives. FN: false negatives. TPR: true positive

rate, sensitivity, recall. TNR: true negative rate, specificity. PPV: positive predictive value,

precision. NPV: negative predictive value. Threshold cut-off for predictions: τ = 0.5. We

reported the formulas of TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV in the Supplementary information.

The use cases UC01 and UC02 show confusion matrices which produce MCCs around 0, and prevalence198

thresholds close to 1 (Table 1). Namely, the MCC says the classifier behaved like a random guesser, while199

the prevalence threshold says the prediction was an almost complete failure. By observing the confusion200
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matrices of these two use cases, a machine learning practitioner could wonder which of the two responses201

is more correct, if the one of the MCC or the one of the prevalence threshold. By checking the values202

of the four confusion matrix basic rates (TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV), we can notice that UC01 has203

NPV = 0.977 and very low true positive rate, true negative rate, and precision. And the UC02 confusion204

matrix, instead, has TNR = 0.99, very low true positive rate and precision, and average NPV. This aspect205

show that both the use cases UC01 and UC02 have at least one very high score among the four basic rates,206

which mean that the predictions were not complete failures as the prevalence thresholds would suggest.207

The values of Matthews correlations coefficients seem more coherent with the results of the four basic208

rates of the two use cases.209

Both the UC03 and UC04 use cases (Table 1) show a very low prevalence threshold (0.031) and an210

MCC close to zero (+0.07). These discordant values mean that the prevalence threshold deems excellent211

the binary classification made by the classifiers, while the Matthews correlation coefficient considers it212

similar to random guessing. Again, by checking the four basic rates of these two sue cases, we can observe213

that the negative predictive value has an average value, the true negative rate and precision are very high,214

but the true positive rate is very low, with TPR = 0.01. With its almost perfect score (PT = 0.031), the215

prevalence threshold hides the poor performance on the true positive rate, and the average outcome on216

the negative predictive value. The MCC, instead, generates a value related to random guessing, that is far217

from perfection. Again, the outcome of the Matthews correlation coefficient recaps the results of the four218

basic rates in a better way than prevalence threshold.219

The basic rates of the two remaining use cases show an average true positive rate for UC05 and a220

slightly high true positive rate for UC06, and a high true negative rate, a high precision, a low negative221

predictive value for both use cases (Table 1). With these premises, we would expect the recapping scores222

to produce outcomes meaning poor result. The Matthews correlation coefficient confirms this key-message,223

by generating values close to zero for both the use cases. On the contrary, the prevalence threshold224

produces almost perfect outcomes for both the use cases (PT = 0.043 and 0.037): these outcomes of the225

prevalence threshold are clearly misleading, because they fail to communicate the poor performance of the226

two classifiers on the negative predictive values.227

4.2 MCC and FM228

We reported some indicative use cases where the Matthews correlation coefficient and the Fowlkes-Mallows229

index generate discordant outcomes in Table 2.230

The UC07 and UC08 show two confusion matrices with a high number of true negatives and a very low231

number of true positives (Table 2). UC07 also has many false negatives and almost no false positives; while232

UC08 has a lot of false positives and almost no false negatives. Both the use cases have values for MCC233

and FM around zero. The two rates generate discordant outcomes: an MCC around zero in the [−1,+1]234

interval means the prediction is an average correct classification, and a FM around zero in the [0, 1] range235

indicates almost complete misclassification. A machine learning practitioner, at this point, might wonder236

which of the two outcomes is more informative and truthful. By looking at the four basic rates once again,237

we can notice that the UC07 classifier generates poor true positive rate, high true negative rate, and238

average precision and negative predictive rate (Table 2). Regarding UC08, its classifier obtains average239

true positive rate and true negative rate, scarce precision, and perfect negative predictive value. Therefore,240

the two use cases present a similar situation: one high basic rate, two average basic rates, and one low241

basic rate. The mean of these four basic rates suggest that the prediction can be considerate correct on242
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case TP TN FP FN TPR TNR PPV NPV MCC FM normMCC ∆(F,n)

UC07 1 99,001 1 99,001 0 1 0.5 0.5 0 0.002 0.5 0.498

UC08 1 99,001 99,001 1 0.5 0.5 0 1 0 0.002 0.5 0.498

UC09 1 99,001 1 2,001 0 1 0.5 0.98 +0.015 0.016 0.508 0.492

UC10 99,001 1 2,001 1,001 0.99 0 0.98 0.001 −0.013 0.985 0.493 0.492

UC11 99,001 1 1,001 2,001 0.98 0.001 0.99 0 −0.013 0.985 0.493 0.492

UC12 54,001 1 1,001 1,001 0.982 0.001 0.982 0.001 −0.017 0.982 0.491 0.491

Table 2: Use cases for comparisons between Matthews correlation coefficient and Fowlkes-

Mallows index. MCC: Matthews correlation coefficient (Equation 1). normMCC: nor-

malized Matthews correlation coefficient (Equation 2). FM: Fowlkes-Mallows index (Equa-

tion 5). TPR, TNR, PPV, NPV, normMCC, and FM have worst value equal to 0 and best

value equal to 1. MCC has worst value equal to –1 and best value equal to +1. ∆(F,n):

absolute difference between normMCC and FM. TP: true positives. TN: true negatives.

FP: false positives. FN: false negatives. TPR: true positive rate, sensitivity, recall. TNR:

true negative rate, specificity. PPV: positive predictive value, precision. NPV: negative

predictive value. Threshold cut-off for predictions: τ = 0.5. We reported the formulas of

TPR, TNR, PPV, and NPV in the Supplementary information.

average (like an MCC of 0 suggests), and not close to a complete failure (like a FM of 0.002 indicates).243

The use case UC09 is similar to UC07, but with less false negatives and therefore a higher NPV (Table 2).244

The UC09 basic rates report true negative rate and high negative predictive value, average precision,245

and very low true positive rate. From these basic rates, it is clear that the classifier performance can be246

considered moderately good, higher than the average correct classification. By checking the values of the247

MCC and the FM, we notice that the former reflects the basic rates’ outcome with a coefficient of +0.015248

in the [−1,+1] interval, while the FM judges the classification extremely bad, with an index of 0.016 in249

the [0, 1] range.250

The UC10, UC11, and UC12 differ from the previous ones because they do not have average values for251

their four basic rates: they all have high true positive rate and precision, but low true negative rate and252

negative predictive value. A reasonable consequence of having these four scores would be to have recap253

metrics indicating a prediction correct on average, not completely wrong and not even completely correct.254

The Fowlkes-Mallows index, instead, provides an very high score for all the three use cases: 0.985, 0.985,255

and 0.982. In the [0, 1] FM interval, these three real values indicate almost perfect prediction. However,256

we know that the three confusion matrices of these three use cases have all poor true negative rate and257

NPV, so the almost perfect results of the FM looks misleading. The Matthews correlation coefficient,258

instead, produces values around 0 for all the three use cases, indicating a prediction half correct and half259

wrong, as the four basic rates suggest.260

All the twelve use cases demonstrate that the Matthews correlation coefficient correctly recaps the261

results of the four basic rates, while the prevalence threshold and the Fowlkes-Mallows index can fail to262

communicate the poor performance of a classifier in one or more of the four basic rates. The prevalence263

threshold and the Fowlkes-Mallows index can therefore be misleading for a practitioner.264
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5 Conclusions265

Which rate to employ for the assessment of binary classifications is an open debate in computational266

statistics and machine learning [30], and no consensus on a single metric has been reached yet, In previous267

studies [2, 4, 6, 7, 5], we showed the advantages of using the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC)268

rather than other statistics, and here we compare this rate with two other popular metrics: the prevalence269

threshold (PT) and the Fowlkes-Mallows index (FM).270

We described and explored the mathematical properties of these two metrics in relationship with the271

MCC, and tested them on some indicative use cases, where positive data instances and negative data272

instances have the same importance. From the results observed, we noticed that both prevalence threshold273

and Fowlkes-Mallows index produced misleading results, hiding low values of at least one basic rate. We274

therefore confirm, once again, the greater trustworthiness of the MCC, that we recommend to use in any275

binary classification study.276

In the future, we plan to expand this study by considering the behavior of these three statistics in the277

multi-class classification scenario [31, 32, 33] or in the context of probability threshold reclassification [34].278
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Additional sections279

List of abbreviations280

AUC: area under the curve. complPT: complementary prevalence threshold. FM: Fowlkes–Mallows index.281

FN: false negatives. FP: false positives. MCC: Matthews correlation coefficient. normMCC: normalized282

Matthews correlation coefficient. NPV: negative predictive value. PPV: positive predictive value, precision.283

PR: precision-recall. PT: prevalence threshold. ROC: receiver operating characteristic. TN: true negatives.284

TNR: true negative rate, specificity. TP: true positives. TPR: true positive rate, sensitivity, recall.285
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Supplementary information376

Binary statistical rates377

List of statistical rates to evaluate confusion matrices and their formulas:378

F1 score =
2 · TP

2 · TP + FP + FN
(6)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)379

accuracy =
TP + TN

TN + TP + FP + FN
(7)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)380

true positive rate, TPR, recall, sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
(8)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)381

true negative rate, TNR, specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(9)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)382

positive predictive value, PPV, precision =
TP

TP + FP
(10)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)383

negative predictive value, NPV =
TN

TN + FN
(11)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)384

balanced accuracy, BA =
TPR + TNR

2
(12)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)385

bookmaker informedness, BM = TPR + TNR – 1 (13)

(minimum and worst value = −1; maximum best value = +1)386

markedness, MK = PPV + NPV – 1 (14)

(minimum and worst value = −1; maximum best value = +1)387

diagnostic odds ratio, DOR =
TP · TN

FP · FN
(15)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum and best value =∞)388
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Cohen’s κ =
2 · (TP · TN − FP · FN)

(TP + FP) · (FP + TN) + (TP + FN) · (FN + TN)
(16)

(minimum and worst value = −1; maximum and best value = +1)389

Precision-Recall (PR) curve =

true positive rate on the x axis

positive predictive value on the y axis

(17)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)390

ROC curve =

false positive rate on the x axis

true positive rate on the y axis

(18)

(minimum and worst value = 0; maximum best value = 1)391
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